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The continuum hypothesis implies that there are (normal) countably paracompact spaces X 
and Y such that the product X x Y is normal and not countably paracompact. 
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1. Introduction 
A normal space which is not countably paracompact is called a Dowker space, 
after an old result by Dowker that a normal space X is countably paracompact iff 
the product X x I is normal, where I is the closed unit interval [5]. 
To appreciate difficulties in making a space normal but not countably paracom- 
pact, recall that normality is equivalent to the statement: 
For every jinite closed family {F,, : n < k} (k < o) with n,,<k F., = 0 there is an 
open family (0, : n < k} with nnck 0, = 0 and F,, c 0, for each n. 
And a space is normal and countably paracompact iff for every countable closed 
family {F, : n < k} (k s w) with nnck F,, = 0 there is an open family { 0, : n < k} 
with n,,<k 0, = 0 and F, = 0, for each n. 
There is essentially only one known Dowker space in ZFC, constructed by Rudin 
[lo]; all its cardinal functions are large. Watson [15] uses a supercompact cardinal 
to construct another (large) example. If we go beyond ZFC, there are several “small” 
Dowker spaces: de Caux [3] uses 0, and Rudin [9, 111 a Suslin line to get them. 
In [6] Rudin uses the continuum hypothesis (CH) to construct another small Dowker 
space, and her construction is modified by Weiss [ 161, who uses p = c + O,(E), and 
Bell [ 11, who uses p = c only, to construct two more examples. For more on Dowker 
spaces see [12]. 
In [ 131, Rudin and Starbird show that if X is countably paracompact, M metric, 
and X x M normal, then X x M is countably paracompact. In the same paper they 
ask if the product of two countably paracompact spaces can be Dowker. Wage [ 141 
announced that CH implies that the answer is yes, but he never published his 
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example. Assuming 0 there is a countably paracompact space X such that X xX 
is Dowker [2]. Here we assume CH and construct a countably paracompact space 
whose square is Dowker. 
We use an Ostaszewski technique [8] and van Douwen’s idea from [4]. Our space 
is a modification of Bell’s line [l]. The key idea of using a Lusin set is from [6]. 
A subset L of the real line is Lusin iff L is uncountable and every nowhere dense 
subset of L is countable. CH implies that there are Lusin sets in the line. 
2. Construction 
We need some notation. Let A = {(Y < w 1 : a is a limit ordinal}, and A’ = {cy < o, : a 
is a limit of limit ordinals} (i.e., A’ is the set of accumulation points of A). 
For any two X and Y, II will always denote the projection map from X x Y onto 
the first factor X. The sets X and Y will be clear from the context. If (X, a) and 
(Y, T) are topological spaces we let (T x 7 denote the product topology on X x Y. 
(Formally, u x 7 is a topology only in trivial cases, but it is a basis for the product 
topology. We hope that this causes no confusion.) 
A subset A of the plane R x R is called 2-uncountable iff there is no countable 
D c R so that A c (D x W) u (R x 0). Otherwise we say that A is 2-countable. In [4] 
2-uncountable sets are called big sets. 
2.1. Theorem. Assume CH. There exist countably paracompact spaces X and Y such 
that the product X x Y is Dowker. 
Proof. Let L be a Lusin subset of the real line and let p denote the Euclidean 
topology on L. Hence p x p denotes the Euclidean topology on Lx L. Also, let 
A={(x,y)~LxL:x=y}. 
Let (x a : a < wJ be a l-l enumeration of L for which there is a pairwise disjoint 
family { Si : n E o A A E [L x L]“} u { TA : A E [L x L]“} of stationary subsets of w, so 
that: 
(a) (VAE[LXL]“)(V~<~,)[~ET,-+~+~ET,], 
(b) (VA E [Lx L]“)[(clPx,A)\A is 2- uncountable+ {(x,, x,,,): (Y E TA} c cl,,,A], 
(c) (VAE [LX L]“)[(cl,,,A) nA is 2-uncountable+ (Vn)[{(x,, x,): a E S:}c 
cl,x,A)ll, 
(d) ~_{S~:~EW~AE[L~L]~}~~{T~:AE[L~L]”}=~,\{O}. 
Forp<o,letLp={x,. . a < p} and let pB be the subspace topology on L inherited 
from p. 
Let T = {x, E L: (3A)[a E TJ}. 
For n < w, define 
L”={x,E L: (3msn)(3A)[aES,“]}u Tu{x,}. 
Observe that Un_, L” = L. 
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Using CH, list [Lx L]” as (AD : p E A) so that for each /?, A, c Lp x Lo. 
By induction on (Y E A u {0}, we construct, for i -C 2 and (Y s p < (Y + w, families 
{ &Ji: k < w} of subsets of Lo+,. Let T; (i < 2) be the topology on L, generated by 
{ LJb,k : k < w A p < -y} as a (sub)basis. 
We require, at stage (Y E A u (0): 
(1) rL+, is a Hausdorff topology on L,,,, and rh+, = pa+, ; 
(2) for every p < (Y + w, { lJb,k: k < w} is a clopen basis for xP in (La+,, 7nfw); 
(3) for every p < (Y + o, ( I!JL,~: k < w) is decreasmg; 
(4) for every p < (Y +w, Lp+2 is clopen in (La+,, 7:+,); 
(5) for every p < (Y + 0, rb = rh+, n P( Lp); 
(6) for every p < a! + o and n < w, if xp E L”, then L&n UL,oc L”; 
(7) for every p < (Y + o, if x0 E T or p = 0, L&n Ui,, = {x0}. 
Fix an increasing sequence (LYE : j < w) of ordinals less than (Y, which converges 
to (Y. We require furthermore: 
(8) If a E TA, for some A, then for every sequence (p,: j < w) of ordinals less 
than (Y such that for each j < w, 
(i) A,, = (La\&) x (L,\L,), and 
(ii) (x,, X,+I)E clpxp& I 
we have that 
(9) if (Y E Sl, for some A and n, then for every sequence (pj: j < w) of ordinals 
less than (Y such that for each j < w, 
(i) Ap,=(L,\L,,)x(L,\L,,), 
(ii) A, n A c L” x L”, and 
(iii) (x,, .G> E cl,&, 
we have that 
(10) if (Y E Si, for some A and n, then for every sequence (p,: j < w) of ordinals 
less than CC such that for each j < w, 
(i) n(A,,)c L,\&,, and 
(ii) x, E cl,II(A,J 
we have that 
xc? E CL;,, U n(A,,) 
J<W 
(Recall that 17 is the projection map onto the first factor.) 
At the end we let ri be the topology on L generated by lJ {rb: (Y < w,} as a 
(sub)basis and let Xi = (L, d) for i ~2. We use (10) to show that both X0 and X, 
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are normal and countably paracompact. Conditions (8) and (9) are used to show 
that X,xX, is normal. And (6), (7), and (9) show that the diagonal A with the 
subspace topology inherited from X,xX, is not countably paracompact, thus 
showing X,x X, Dowker. 
And then since the theorem mentions X and Y, we let X = X,, and Y = X1. (We 
did not want to have subscripts in the statement of the theorem.) 
Now we construct the topologies. 
If (Y = 0, the points Xj, j < w, are isolated. Set Uj,k = {Xj} for each i, j, k. Trivially, 
(l)-( 10) hold. 
Assume that (Y E TA for some A. Then points x0 for (Y + 2 < /3 < (Y + w are isolated, 
so set Ug, = {xP} for each i, k, and p with LY + 2 s p < (Y + w. In order to get (7) for 
x, and x,+1 we set, for k < w, 
Fix an increasing sequence (cyi: j < w) of ordinals (less than (u) converging to (Y. 
If {A,: /3 <a A (x,, x,+,)E cl,,,A,} is finite, set, for k< w, U&=(x,} and 
U’ ol+l,k = {x,+~}. Otherwise list {A,: p -C a A (x,, xa+J E cl,,,A,} as (A’: 1 <w}. For 
I< w pick a point d, E A’ whose distance in the Euclidean metric from (x,, x,+J is 
less than l/2’, and each coordinate of dl is different from any coordinate of any 
d,,,, m < 1. This can be done since each A’ c L, x L, and x,, x,,, r~ L,. 
Let d, = (dy, d:) for 1~ w. By the induction hypothesis, each T, is stronger than 
pa so the sets { dy : I< w} and {d: : I< 6.1) are closed discrete in 7: and 7: respectively. 
For I< w and i < 2 pick a clopen neighborhood Uf of df in 7: so that 
(i) the family { Ui : l< w} is discrete in T: ; 
(ii) the diameter of Uf in the Euclidean metric is les than l/2’; and 
(iii) for any j<,, if dfE LLI\La,+z, then Ufc L,\L,,. 
Observe that the induction hypothesis (4) ensures that (iii) can be done. 
Define 
and 
u”,,, = Ix,) u U {u:: 4 E (L\L,) x (L\L,)l, 
u:+,,, = {x,+,1uU{U:: d,E(L,\L,,)x(L,\L,,)}, 
for k < w. 
Now we check that the induction hypotheses are satisfied. 
That &+, = P~+~ follows from the fact that (df: 1 <CO) converges to X,+i in p, 
(aj: j < w) is increasing and converges to (Y, (ii) and (iii). 
To see that (8) holds, let (A@,: j < w) be as in (8). Fix k < w. If A,, = A’, then 
dl E ( U”,,, X Ukf1.k) n Uj<m A,,- 
Other conditions are easy to check. 
Assume that LY E Si for some A and n. The points xP for CY + 1 s /3 < (Y + w are 
isolated, so we set Ug,, = {x0} for each i, k, and p with (Y + 1 s p < (Y + o. 
Fix an increasing sequence (LYE: j < o) converging to (Y. 
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If 
P={Ap:~<a~(x,,x,)~cl,,,Ap~ApnA~L”xL”} 
and 
Q={Ap:~<a~x,~cl,17(Ap)} 
are both finite, x, will be isolated, set LJ& = {xa} for each i, k. 
Otherwise, list P as (A2’: I< w) and Q as (A”+‘: I < w). (If one of the sets is finite 
list only the infinite set and disregard the finite one.) 
We construct points d’ by induction on 1 co. 
At stage 21 pick d,, E A” whose distance from (x,, x,) in the Euclidean metric is 
less than l/2’ and each coordinate of d2, is different from any coordinate of any 
of the previously picked d,,,, m ~21. 
At stage 21+ 1 pick two distinct points d$+, , d:‘,, E 17(A2’+‘) that are different 
from any coordinate of any of the previously picked d,,,, m < 21+ 1, such that the 
Euclidean distance from each d&+, (i < 2) to x, is less than l/2’. Set d,,,, = 
(d:‘+, , d:,+J. 
For 1 <w, let d, =(dy, d:), and let D ={I: d,E A}. The set {dy: ZE w}u 
{d:: I E w\D} is closed discrete in (L,, pa) so there is a pa-discrete open family 
{V~:I~w}u{V~:Z~w\D}withd~~V~forf~~,d~~V~forl~w\D,andsuchthat 
the diameter of each Vf in the Euclidean metric is less than l/2’. 
Fix I E D, then d’: = d: . Pick a clopen neighborhood L.Ji of d i in (L,, T;) for i < 2 
so that 
(i) Uyu iY:c VY, 
(ii) lJy n LJ: c L”, and 
(iii) if dye L,\L,+,, then Uyu Uic L,\L,,, for j<w. 
That (ii) can be achieved observe that members of D are even, hence each dy E L”. 
For 1 E w\D pick a clopen neighborhood U; c Vf of d i in (L,, 7;) for i < 2 so 
that, for any j<w, if d;E L,\L,,+,, then Ufc L,\L,. 
For i<2 and k<w define 
U k,~=hhJ_hU~: d’E(L,\L,,)x(L,\L,,)}. 
To see that (6) holds, observe that, since the V are pairwise disjoint U&n U& = 
lJ { U?n U:: 1 E D} c L”, by (ii) above. 
Now we check (10). Let (Aoj: j < w) be as required, and fix i <2 and k < w. We 
show lJ& n uj<, i7(A,) # 0. If A,, = A2’+‘, then both d$+, and d:,,, are in L,\L,, 
so d2’+’ E (L,\L,,) x (L,\L,,), hence d;‘,, E U&, and of course di’,, E 17(A2’+‘). 
Other conditions are easily checked also. 
This finishes the construction. 
Recall that for i < 2, T’ is the topology on L generated by U (7:: (Y < 0,) as a 
basis, and that X, is the space (L, $). 
From now on, i stands for an arbitrary element of 2. 
Call a subset H c L w,-dense-in-itself iff H with the Euclidean topology is an 
w,-densesubspaceofLiffforeveryp-openBcL,ifBnH#O,thenIBnHJ=w,. 
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2.2. Lemma. If H,,, for n < w, are w,-dense-in-itselfsubsets of L such that n,,_,, cl,H,, 
is uncountable, then n,,, cl,iH,, f 0. 
Proof. Let B c nn<, c&H, be countable with cl,B = n,,<, cl,H,. Let A = (B x B) n 
A, so (cl,,,A) n A = (c&B x cl,B) n A, hence 2-uncountable. But then {(x,, x,): 
(Y E S”,} c cl,,,A, so {x,: a E S”,} = c&B. 
Since each H,, is or-dense-in-itself and (L, p) is second countable we can partition 
each H, into w, pairwise disjoint countable p-dense subsets. Now it is easy to pick, 
by induction on (Y E A, sets S,,, c H,, for n < o, and 5, E w, so that: 
(i) each S,,, is countable and p-dense in H,,, 
(ii) sup{y: x, E Uflca f%>s la <min{y: xy E UC, S,+,l, 
(iii) {S,: p < a}~ {II( p < &}, 
(iv) if LY E A’, fh = supP<, &. 
(Recall that A’ is the set of limits of limit ordinals.) 
ThesetC={5,:aEA’}iscubsofi~ancuECnS~.Let(~~:j<w)bethefixed 
sequence from (10). Since x, E cl,& we have that x, E clPSP for all p. Fix n < w, and 
we show that x, E cl,1 H,, . By induction on j < w pick pj < (Y such that 
w%?,) = %,+, forsomeyj+n<a (by (iii)), 
S v,+, = J%\L, I (by (ii) and (iv)). 
Now x, E cl,IT(A,,) for each j < w hence by (lo), x, E cl,, Ujcw 17(A,,), so x, E 
c1v’ (Uj<u Sy,+J = cL~fL. 0 
2.3. Xi is normal. 
Let H and K be disjoint and closed subsets of Xi. We show that they can be 
separated by open sets: 
(a) One of H, K is countable. Assume K is countable. Fix a p < o, so that K c Lp. 
The topology ~k+~ is the subspace topology on Lp+* inherited from 7i (by (5)), and 
Lot2 is clopen in Xi. Hence K is a subset of a clopen metric subspace Lp+z of X,, 
so H and K can be separated. 
(b) Assume Icl,H n c&K 1~ w. Let J = cl,H n c&K. Then L\J = lJ,,<, F,,, where 
each F,, is p-closed. For n <w, let H,, = F,, n c&H and K, = F, n cl,K. Then H,, n 
c&K = 0, so let U,, be p-open with H, c U, and cl,U,, n cl,K = 0. By symmetry, 
there are p-open sets V,, with K, c V, and cl,V,, n cl,H = 0, for n <w. Since ri is 
zero-dimensional by (2), we can, for h E H n J pick a ri-clopen neighborhood U,, 
of h with U,, n K = 0. Similarly, for k E K n J pick a ri-clopen neighborhood V, of 
k with V, n H = 0. 
Then{U,:n<w}u{U,:h~HnJ}and{V,:n<o}u{V,:k~KnJ}arecount- 
able covers of H and K respectively with the ?-closures of the U’s missing K, and 
of the V’s missing H. This shows that H and K can be separated. 
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(c) Both Hand K are uncountable. Let 9 be a countable p-basis for L, and define 
H’=H\U{BE~I:IB~HIG~} 
and 
K’=K\U{BE%I:IBnKjsw}. 
Note that both H’ and K’ are T’-closed. Also H’ and K’ are w,-dense-in-itself so 
by Lemma 2.2, Icl,H’n cl,K’I s w. Using (b) fix T’-open disjoint U and V containing 
H’ and K’ respectively. 
Since K\V is countable use (a) to pick a ri-open U”c U containing H’ with 
(cl,~U”)n(K\V)=O. So (cl,~U”)nK=O since U”c U; and H’c U”. 
By (a) again, let U’ be a &-open set containing H\ U” with (clT~U1) n K = 0. 
So H c U” u U’ and K n cLl( U” n U’) = 0 showing that H and K can be separ- 
ated, thus Xi is normal. q 
2.4. Xi is countably paracompact. 
Let (H,,: n < w) be a decreasing sequence of closed sets in Xi such that n,,<, H,, = 
0. We find a sequence (U,,: n < w) of open subsets of Xi with n,,<, U, = 0 and 
H, c U,, for each n. 
(a) There is an n with H,, countable. Let Hk be countable and let p <w, be such 
that Hk c Lp. Since Lp is a metrizable (hence countably paracompact) subspace of 
Xi we can pick a sequence (U,,: n 3 k) of open subsets of Lp with nnzk U,, = 0 and 
H, c U,, for n 2 k. For n < k let U,, = Xi. Then (U,,: n < o) is as required. 
(b) Assume In,,<, cl,H,,[ s o. Since (L, p) is metric (actually perfect normality 
suffices) pick a sequence (V,: n < o) of p-open sets with n,,<, V, = f-j,,<, c&H,, 
and cl,H, c V,, for each n. 
List f-k<, cl,H, as (x”: k < w) (need not be l-l). For n <w define U,, = 
V,,\{x”: k s n A xk & H,,}. Then n,,, U,, = 0 and H,, = U,, for n < W. 
(c) All H,, are uncountable. As in 2.3(c) let % be a countable p-basis for L, and 
let 
H~=H,,\l_J{BE~:IBnH,I~w} forn<w. 
Observe that (Hi: n <w> is a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of Xi with 
n,<, H:, = 0. By Lemma 2.2, In,_, cl,,HkI < w since each HL is w,-dense-in-itself. 
So by (b) fix open V, = H; so that n,,<, V,, = 0 and the sequence ( V,: n < w) is 
decreasing. 
Each H,,\ V, is countable, so we can fix a /3 < o, with lJ,_ (H,,\ V,) c Lp. The 
subspace LP of Xi is metrizable, hence paracompact, and {H,,\ V,: n < w} is a locally 
finite family of closed subsets of ( Lp, T;). So we can find a locally finite open family 
{ Wn: n <w} (in (LP, 7;)) with each H,,\V,, c W,,. 
Forntolet U,,=V,,uW,.Thepointfinitenessof{V,:n<w}and{W,,:n<w} 
implies that n_,<, U,, = 0. 
SO Xi is countably paracompact. 0 
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Call a subset H c LX L 2-w,-dense-in-itself iff for every p x p-open B c Lx L, if 
B n H # 0, then B n H is 2-uncountable. 
2.5. Lemma. Assume that Hand K are 2-w,-dense-in-itselfsubsets ofX, x X, such that 
(a) thereisann<wwith (H~K)ndcL”~L”,and 
(b) clpxpH n cl,,,K is 2-uncountable. 
Then c&,lH n clioXTIK # 0. 
Proof. This is the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2. Let Y c LX L be 2-w, -dense-in- 
itself. Then one can pick a sequence (9: a < w,) of countable p x p-dense subsets 
of Y so that for each (Y, S” c (L\L,) x (L\L,). 
Using the above observation for H and K we can pick, by induction on (Y E A, 
la E w1 and sets S, c H and S,,, c K so that each S, is countable and p-dense in 
H and S,,, c K countable and p-dense in K, and 
(i) sup{~: (~Y)[(x,, Y)E Upcor Sp v (Y, x,)E UPca %I) 
c ita < min{y: GbNb,, Y> E & u S,+, v (Y, xv> ESe u Said, 
(ii) {S,:/3<a}c{Ap:/3<la},and 
(iii) if (Y E A’, 5, = supB<, &. 
The set C={ca: CYEA’} is cub in w,. 
Let n be such that (H u K) n A c L” x L”, and let A be a countable p x p-dense 
subset of cl,,,H n cl,,,K. 
Case 1. (cl,,,A)nA is 2-uncountable. 
Fix aECnS:, and let (cuj: j < w) be the sequence from (9). We show that 
(x,, x,) E Cl,%7 ‘H, and a similar proof shows (x,, x,) E cl,~,,lK. 
By induction on j < w pick pj < a so that Apj = Sy, for some yj < (Y, S, c (L,\ L,,,) x 
(L,\L,), and S, p xp-dense in H. Since (x,, x,)EcJ,~~Ac cl,,,H we have that 
for each j, (x,, x,) E clpxpAP,. Also each A,, c H so A@, n A c L” x L”. Then by (9), 
(~0, X,)E cl,“,,L CUj<co &,I c cl,“x,lH 
Case 2. (clpx,A)\A is 2-uncountable. 
Pick (Y E C n TA. A similar argument to Case 1 using (8) instead of (9) shows 
that (x,, x,+,)E cl,o,,lH n cl,~,lK. 0 
2.6. X,x X, is normal. 
Let H and K be two closed disjoint subsets of X,x Xi. We show how to separate 
them by open sets. 
(a) One of H, K is 2-countable. Let K be 2-countable, and let /3 < w1 be such 
that K c (Le,, x XI) u (X0x Lp+2 ). Both Lp+2x X, and X,x Lp+2 are clopen in 
X0 XX, . It turns out that they are also normal, and that shows that H and K can 
be separated. (We use 2.4 to show the normality, see Lemma 2.7.) 
The normality of the two products follows from a result by Morita [6]. For the 
convenience of the reader we give a short proof of their normality in the next lemma. 
The lemma apppeared as [2, Lemma 2.81. 
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2.7. Lemma. Assume that X is normal and countablyparacompact and Yis a countable 
metric space. Then X X Y is normal. 
Proof. For y E Y let {B,(y): n < w} be a clopen decreasing basis for y. Let M and 
N be two closed disjoint subsets of X x Y Let 17 : X x Y + X be the projection map. 
For ye Y let F,,(y)=I7(Mn(XxB,(y)))nD(Nn(XxB,(y))). Since 
{B,(y): n =C w} is decreasing so is {F,(y): n -=c w}, and since the B form a basis for 
y, nn<Cu F,(y) = 0. Let {O,(y): n <w} be an open family in X with n,,<, O,(y) = 0 
and F,(y) c O,(y) for each n. 
For n < w and y E Y let M,,(y) = 17(M n (X x B,(y)))\O,(y). Then M,,(y) and 
I7( N n (X x B,(y))) are closed disjoint subsets of X so there is an open U,,(y) so 
that 
M,(Y)= u,(y)= Wy)=X\fl(Nn(XxB,(y))). 
Then Ou = {U,,(y) x B,(y): n < w A y E Y} is a countable open family covering M 
such that, for every U E %, i? n N = 0. By symmetry there is a countable open family 
‘V” covering N with vn M = 0 for VE 7f. Hence X x Y is normal. 0 
(b) Assume clpxpH n cl,,, K is 2-countable. Let J=cl,,,Hncl,,,K; then 
(Lx L)\J is F, in (Lx L, p x p). The same argument as in 2.3(b) gives us p-open 
U,, and V,, n <CO, with H\J= iJ,<, U,,, K\Jc LJ,,<, V, and (cl,,,U,,) n K = 0 = 
(cl,,,V,)n H, for each n. 
Since H n J is 2-countable, we can, using (a), pick a TO x r’-open U, containing 
H n J such that (c1,0x7 1U,) n K = 0. Define V, similarly. So H and K can be 
separated. 
(c) Both H and K are 2-uncountable. This case is done in steps. 
(cl) Assume that there are M c H and N c K, T’X T1-dense in H and K respec- 
tively, and such that for some n <CO, 
(MuN)nAcL”xL”. 
Observe that 7’~ T1-closures of 2-countable sets are 2-countable since (X,X 
LP+z) u (LP+2 x XI) is closed in X,x X, for every p < wl. In particular both M and 
N are 2-uncountable. 
Let 3 be a countable basis for (I_. x L, p x p); define 
and 
M’ = M\U {B E 93: B n M is 2-countable}, 
N’ = N\U {B E 93: B n N is 2-countable}. 
Both M’ and N’ are 2-w,-dense-in-itself. By Lemma 2.5, cl,,,M’ncl,,,N’ is 
2-countable. 
Let M” = cl I~XTIM’ and N”=c~~Q~~IN’. Since M”c cl,,,M’ and N”cclpxpN’ we 
can use (b) to find disjoint 7’~ 7’-open U and V containing M” and N” respectively. 
Observe that H = M”u cl TnxT~(M\M’) so H\M”c c~~Q~~(M\M’), hence 2-count- 
able since M\M’ is. Similarly K\N” is 2-countable. 
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Now the same argument as at the end of 2.3(c) shows that H and K can be 
separated. 
In particular if H, K c (Lx L)\A, they can be separated. 
(~2) Assume that H c (Lx L)\A and K c A. We show how to separate H and K. 
Let (Lx L)\A = IJkCw Fk where each Fk is p x p-closed. Then H n Fk and K have 
disjoint p xp-closures, so pick a p xp-open lJ, containing H n Fk such 
n K = 0. 
For n < w, let K, = c1,0x7 I(K n (L” x ~5”)). Then (a) and (cl) imply that there is 
a 7’~ T1-open V, containing K, with (cl,o,,l V,) n H = 0. 
SinceHc(LxL)\A,thefamily{Uk:k<W}coversH,andKcA,KcU,,,K,c 
U ll<W V,,. Hence H and K can be separated. 
(~3) Both H and K are subsets of A. For n < w, let H, = H n (L” x 15”) and 
K, = K n (L” x L”). Let 9~’ be a countable basis for (L, p), and define 
and 
U,, = L\cl, U {BE 93: IH, n (I? x B)j s w}, 
V,, = L\cl, U {BE 93: IK, n (B x B)I s w}. 
So for every nonempty p-open B c U,,, IH,, n (B x B)I = wl, and if B is a nonempty 
p-open subset of V,, then IK, n (B x B)l = w1 . 
Note that 17(H,,) n Bd,(U {B E 92: 1 H, n (B x B)I c w}) is p-nowhere dense, so 
since L is Lusin, is countable. (This is the only place where we use the fact that L 
is Lusin.) Hence 1(H,,)\U, is countable, so H\IJ,,, (U,, x U,,) is countable. By 
symmetry, K\IJ,,,, (V, x V,) is countable. 
We show that (Un<, U,,) n (U,,<, V,,) = 0. Otherwise pick k, I< w with W = U, n 
V, # 0. Then for any nonempty p-open B = W, 
IH,n(BxB)l= w,=IK,n(BxB)I. 
So Hk n ( W x W) and KI n ( W x W) are 2-w,-dense-in-itself, and 
cl,,,[H,n(Wx W)]=cl,,,[K,n(Wx W)]=Ancl,,,(Wx W), 
hence for any n > k + I the conditions of Lemma 2.5 are satisfied, so cl,o,,1Hk n 
cl iox71 K, # 0, a contradiction. 
Let U =iJ,<, (U,x Un) and V=U,<u (V,,x V,,). So Un V=O and H\U and 
K\V are countable. Using (a) we finish the proof as before: let Uol H\U and 
V, 2 K\ V be two disjoint open subsets of X0 x X1 with (cl,o,,l Uo) n K = 0 and 
(cl,% I V,) n H = 0. Let U1 = U\cl,o,,l V, and VI = V\cl,o,,l U,. Then Uou U, and 
V,n V, are disjoint and open and contain H and K, respectively. 
(~4) H n A = 0. Fix, by (c2), an open V, containing K n A with (cl,~~,lVo) n H = 
0. Then use (cl), to pick an open V, containing K\ V. with (cl,~,lV~) n H = 0. 
Now we finish the proof of(c). Let H and K be two closed disjoint 2-uncountable 
subsets of X0x X,. 
Let V, 3 K n A be open such that (cl,~,, 1 V,) n (H n A) = 0 (by (~3)). By (~2) pick 
an open VI 1 K\ V. with (cl,~,, IV,)n(HnA)=O. Hence HnA can be separated 
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from K. So pick an open U,I Hn A with (cl,~~lU,) n K =O. Now use (~4) to 
pick an open U, 2 H\ U, with (cl,o,,l U,) n K = 0. Then H c U,u U, and K n 
cl &I( u,u U,) = 0. 
This finishes the proof that X,x X, is normal. 0 
2.8. X,x X, is not countably paracompact. 
The diagonal A is closed in X0 x X, . We show that it is not countably paracompact, 
thus showing that X0 x X, is not countably paracompact. 
Observe that A with the subspace topology is homeomorphic to the space M = 
{x, : a < ml} whose topology is generated by {U”,,, n Ui,k : a < w, A k < w} as a basis. 
So it is enough to show that M is not countably paracompact. We produce a 
countable open cover of M without a countable closed refinement. 
By (6) each L” is open in M, and M = U,,<W L”. If {L”: n < w} has a countable 
closed refinement, there is an n < w and an uncountable closed F c L”. By thinning 
F out we may assume that F is q-dense-in-itself. Let A be a countable p-dense 
subset of F, and B = (A x A) n A. 
Let S be an w,-dense-in-itself subset of {x,: (Y E Sit’}. Then S c cl,A = cl,F, so 
cl,Sn cl,F is uncountable. Now we can apply Lemma 2.5 to (S x S) n A and 
(F x F) n A to conclude that cl&3 n cl,F # 0. But this is a contradiction since 
cl,F c L” and cl,,,,S c M\L”, L” being open. 
Hence M is not countably paracompact. 0 
It is easy to modify the construction a little to get Xi x X, normal for i < 2: in (8) 
and (9) we require cL:+_,~~:+~(U,~<~ AP,) for all i, m<2 instead of i=O and m=l 
only. This implies the normality of (X00X,) x (X00X,), so the following holds: 
2.9. Theorem. Assume CH. There is a countably paracompact X such that X XX is 
Dowker. 
Also, for any n <w, one can modify this construction to get a space X with X” 
countably paracompact but X”+’ Dowker. However this breaks down at w since 
X” normal implies X” countably paracompact. Also any nontrivial product n,,, X,, 
is countably paracompact [ 171. 
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